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ABSTRACT

Unfunded health care expenses pose one of the greatest threats to the postretirement income security of seniors in America today. It is estimated that the average couple retiring in 2012 will require savings of approximately a quarter million dollars dedicated solely to their unfunded postretirement health care expenses, but this estimate does not factor in the expensive long-term care that most retirees will require toward the end of their lives. That the quarter-million dollar figure does not include the rapidly increasing cost of long-term care should alarm both retirees and those baby boomers approaching retirement age today. Controversial healthcare reform provisions add a greater degree of uncertainty to the government assistance available to these seniors. While cost-saving home and community based health services have been encouraged by the Supreme Court’s integrated care mandate, as outlined in the Olmstead decision, implementation of these programs among the states has often been reluctant, so that the availability of home-based care fluctuates substantially from state to state. While this tiered implementation approach has limited availability of in-home care for retirees in many states, it allows for the empirical study of the cost-savings that can be realized from increased access to home-based care at various developmental levels. Today, substantial cost-savings may be realized where home and community based care is available, yet funding this care must be achieved privately because recent federal legislation has caused the defunding of government programs that provided coverage for at-home care. The 2010 MIPPA legislation defunded the at-home recovery benefit that the vast majority of non-Medicaid-eligible seniors relied upon to access these in-home services, leaving private funding as the sole option for these seniors. Unfortunately, financial advisors and attorneys have largely failed to initiate the necessary planning dialogue that would help their clients privately fund in-home care. Similarly, clients have resisted conversations on their end-of-life choices because of the traditionally negative connotations associated with such discussions. This article proposes that selective enforcement of current filial support statutes, coupled with increased emphasis on the potential imposition of professional liability for failure to discuss end-of-life planning, can provide the motivation that advisors and clients require to develop comprehensive plans for outlining care preferences and financing end-of-life care.
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### I. Introduction and Roadmap

Unfunded health related costs are the greatest financial uncertainty facing the baby boom generation as they enter retirement years. The vast majority of those costs will relate to home and institutional based health care services provided in the last months of their lives.\(^2\)

When presented with the choice of receiving such end-of-life care in a home-based setting versus an institutionalized setting, almost every senior will opt for home-based care.\(^3\) Prior to 2010, the Medigap at-home recovery benefit had covered expenditures incurred in connection with in-home skilled medical care covered by a Medicare policy,\(^4\) such as personal care services that many seniors require in order to avoid a nursing home stay; but the at-home recovery benefit was

---


eliminated by the Medicare Improvements for Patients and Providers Act (MIPPA) in 2010. The Supreme Court took a decidedly different approach regarding access to home-based health care options for this Medicaid-eligible senior population in *Olmstead v. L.C. by Zimring*:\(^5\) The *Olmstead* decision acknowledged the long standing bias toward providing end-of-life health care services in an institutionalized setting, typically a nursing home, and, in an effort to have more of these Medicaid services provided in-home, required that “public entit[ies]…administer…programs…in the most integrated setting appropriate to the needs of qualified individuals with disabilities.”\(^6\) Through this “integrated care” mandate, the Supreme Court recognized that the unjustified segregation of poor seniors in institutions was discrimination and that home and community based care options must be provided where appropriate and reasonable in light of the patient’s needs.\(^7\) However, it is the engrained nursing home bias that non-Medicaid-eligible middle class boomers are likely to fall victim to, despite their stated intentions to the contrary.

Because administering end-of-life care in a nursing home setting has become the default in the United States, today, current retirees who fail to make affirmative decisions about how and where their end-of-life care will be administered will have little choice but to receive long-term care in an institutional setting. Failure to affirmatively engage in planning for end-of-life care choices is often simply a byproduct of limited information and even less professional guidance oriented to such decisions.

This article seeks to explore what lessons can be learned from how Medicaid end-of-life health care services are provided to the poor post-*Olmstead*, and how these lessons can be applied to middle class and upper middle class boomers. The article equally seeks to address how such lessons can be integrated into a meaningful dialogue with retiring boomers in a fashion that encourages discussion and decisions regarding end-of-life health care, as opposed to leaving such tough calls for surviving adult children.

To this end, Section II of this article begins by examining the hurdles seniors face in accessing home and community based services after the defunding of the Medigap at-home recovery

\(^6\) Id. at 597.
\(^7\) Id.
option in 2010, taking into account the difficulties involved in planning for long-term care that are caused by significant cost variances depending on the community in which the care is provided. This section further explores the impact of informal care provided by family members on the cost and effectiveness of long-term care performed in the home.

Section III provides a summary of the historical background of long-term care in the United States and explores the genesis and perpetuation of the bias toward providing end-of-life care in an institutional setting, despite the high costs of nursing home care, leading up to the integrated care mandate handed down by the Supreme Court in *Olmstead*.

In Section IV, the varying degrees to which states have implemented the *Olmstead* mandate are examined to provide an empirical analysis of the cost-savings and reduction in nursing home admission rates that can be realized through effective and widespread implementation of HCBS programs. Spending on long-term care in states with underdeveloped HCBS programs is compared to expenditures in states offering comprehensive programs to determine the overall effect of increasing access to HCBS.

Section V identifies the planning gap that exists because of the reluctance of both advisors and clients to discuss end-of-life care. This section recognizes the often-conflicting motivations of financial advisors and attorneys, as well as the disinclination of clients toward discussing the end of their lives, both of which can lead to a joint failure to develop effective strategies for funding end-of-life care.

Section VI aims to encourage advisors and clients to ignite the dialogue on end-of-life planning. It discusses the possible imposition of filial responsibility upon adult children for the long-term care expenses of their elderly parents and suggests that selective enforcement of filial support statutes could promote financial preparedness among baby boomer retirees. This section also raises the notion of fiduciary liability may be a motivating force that could persuade advisors to initiate the planning dialogue.

With both sides motivated to engage in fulsome planning for end-of-life choices, this article hypothesizes that this planning dialogue can be transformed from one that advisors avoid and clients recoil from into a conversation that imparts a message of empowerment and hope among seniors who can develop the tools necessary to control the course of their own end-of-life care.
II. Access to HCBS

The longstanding bias toward providing end-of-life health care in an institutional setting has been perpetuated by the government’s elimination of the at-home recovery coverage relied upon by many seniors using home and community based services (HCBS) for skilled medical care. Prior to the 2010 amendments to Medicare, retirees were able to exercise a greater degree of control over whether they received cost-effective home-based recovery care versus substantially more expensive institutionalized rehabilitative care after a hospitalization.8

Medigap policies, which are federally standardized insurance policies purchased through private insurance companies to supplement traditional Medicare policies, provided an optional at-home recovery benefit prior to 2010. In 2010, the MIPPA revised the federal standards to eliminate the at-home recovery coverage provided by certain Medigap policies, dramatically limiting the availability of HCBS for many seniors.9 Because these Medigap policies are federally standardized, they provide only the medical coverage mandated by the federal rules even though the policies are purchased from private insurance companies. This means that non-indigent seniors bear the burden of payment for expenses not specifically mandated by these one-size-fits-all policies.

Several of these Medigap policies were required to provide at-home recovery coverage prior to 2010 as an optional method for funding the personal care services that are often required to assist seniors with activities of daily living (ADLs)10 while they receive in-home medical care funded by traditional Medicare policies.11 While Medigap and, in certain cases, traditional Medicare policies, continue to cover much of the in-home medical care required by seniors, assistance with

---

10 ADLs are those daily activities that are considered critical to independent living, and include activities such as bathing, dressing, eating and toileting. Kenneth E. Covinsky, Robert M. Palmer, Richard H. Fortinsky, Steven R. Counsell, Anita L. Stewart, Denise Kresevic, Christopher J. Burant & C. Seth Landefeld, Loss of Independence in Activities of Daily Living in Older Adults Hospitalized with Medical Illnesses: Increased Vulnerability with Age, 51:4 Journal of American Geriatric Society 451, 452 (2003).
11 Id.
performing ADLs is often essential to the ability of elderly patients to remain independently in their homes.

Seniors who are admitted into a nursing home are, of course, able to receive assistance with ADLs because they are no longer living independently. Institutional care, by its nature, provides a level of supervision with ADLs that many seniors require. Since the MIPPA defunded coverage for personal care services for patients who are no longer able to perform ADLs independently, supervised nursing home living is often the only available option. Because the ability of seniors to perform ADLs is so critical, the in-home skilled medical care covered by Medicare policies is often worth little for those who are unable to perform ADLs without assistance. 

Therefore, access to HCBS is limited because of the gaps in coverage that exist for elderly patients relying on government health insurance programs to pay for care. While Medicare recipients are permitted to choose where their post-hospitalization medical care will take place, Medicare and Medigap policies no longer cover non-medical support from health aides that promote autonomy among seniors by providing the in-home personal assistance that is usually required during a post-hospitalization recovery period. Medicaid programs will pay for long-term care in an institution or in the home, and will also pay for the required personal care services for those seniors who require assistance with ADLs, but only for the medically needy who are able to qualify for coverage. This MIPPA defunding has effectively forced many seniors to opt for recovery in a nursing home because many require non-medical assistance in

12 Id.
13 Terrance Ng, Charlene Harrington & Martin Kitchener, Medicare and Medicaid in Long-Term Care, 29 Health Affairs 22, 23 (2010). Traditional Medicare policies provided limited coverage for skilled care or therapy services in the home following a hospitalization. While all seniors over age 65 qualify for Medicare coverage, long-term care benefits are limited because they are only available for a specified period of time (typically, full coverage lasts only 20 days, with partial coverage beginning on day 21). Medicaid coverage of long-term care services, on the other hand, is limited to those “medically needy” patients who have spent-down their assets to state mandated levels (typically around $2,000). While states are permitted to provide more generous HCBS benefits, few states have implemented comprehensive and fully functional HCBS programs to supplement nursing home benefits. Once a patient qualifies for Medicaid coverage, however, there is no time limit to the length of time he or she can claim benefits. Medicaid pays for institutional services provided in a nursing home, in-home skilled medical care and the personal care services attendant to in-home medical coverage for those medically needy seniors who qualify for coverage.

14 Id.
order to safely live unsupervised while using HCBS options, and such assistance is no longer covered under any Medicare or Medigap policy.\(^{15}\)

Increased reliance on private funds for HCBS financing has generated a dilemma for those retirement-age seniors who attempt to plan for unfunded postretirement medical expenses. Although financing the high cost of long-term care presents a challenge in any state, as expenditures for HCBS have grown by 235% in the last 20 years,\(^{16}\) HCBS and nursing home cost variance among states is often significant. For example, when actuarial models developed by financial professionals are used to compare projected postretirement medical expenses for a 70 year old New Jersey resident to the projected costs for a similarly-situated Oklahoma resident, the variance is more than $450,000.\(^{17}\) Such large cost variances between states complicate effective planning for financing postretirement medical expenses, especially considering the mobility of retirees today.\(^{18}\)

The complications inherent in projecting postretirement medical expenses often result in seniors who are financially unprepared to fund professional HCBS. Approximately 80% of seniors receiving HCBS rely upon unpaid family members to provide some HCBS, whether on a full time or sporadic basis, in order to avoid institutionalization.\(^{19}\) In fact, a 2009 study found that only one in four seniors who receive care at home rely upon any form of paid care.\(^{20}\) Though adult children may be able to provide a portion of the care required by their elderly parents, the limitations inherent to provision of this informal care often mean that admission to a nursing home eventually becomes the norm.\(^{21}\)

Though informal care provided by adult children and other family members does not per se create a direct financial burden upon seniors or their families, the caregivers almost always

\(^{15}\) Center for Medicare Advocacy, Inc., supra, n9.
\(^{16}\) Thomas Davidoff, \textit{Long-Term Care Handbook of Insurance}, Sauder School of Business, 2 (2012).
\(^{18}\) Id.
experience lost opportunity costs, such as lost wages or time spent with children or spouses, when they must allocate a portion of their time to providing care. Because 42% of informal care is provided by adult children, rather than the senior’s elderly spouse, the work, familial and social commitments of these younger caregivers limit the level of care that can be provided. Unsurprisingly, studies have found that adult children who experience greater lost opportunity costs are much less likely to be able to provide sufficient levels of care to their elderly parents over the long term. From a policy perspective, the inherent limitations on adult children who provide informal long-term care services for their elderly parents makes development of effective professional care services the only responsible method of providing safe and effective in-home care. Developing methods for funding this professional care is therefore necessary to allow seniors to access comprehensive in-home care services.

If funding methods are not developed so as to allow seniors access to professional in-home care, institutionalization will continue to be the only feasible option for many retirees. To illustrate further, 81% of respondents in the University of Massachusetts survey found that a lack of around-the-clock supervision was the largest gap in the HCBS system, while 70% found that a lack of informal support was one of the most common triggers to nursing home admission. When informal familial caregivers become unable to provide the care necessary to maintain elderly family members in their own homes, if professional in-home care cannot be financed, nursing home admission becomes the default solution.

Once a senior citizen is admitted into a nursing home, the likelihood that he or she will return home and receive home-based care becomes remote. Nursing home care becomes the default modality for admitted seniors, largely because the dilemma of how to pay for institutionally-based care typically disappears very quickly. Because the average annual cost for a nursing home in the United States is approximately $75,555 per year, most seniors admitted to nursing

---

23 Id. at 1221.
24 Id. at 1241.
25 Id. at 6.
homes quickly spend-down their assets and qualify for Medicaid’s need-based coverage. In contrast, the challenge of how to pay for home-based care remains.

The defunding of HCBS has increased the likelihood that admission to a nursing home will become the solution for seniors who are unable to live independently because, as assets are quickly spent-down, the government steps in with Medicaid coverage to fund this end-of-life care expense. This engrained response to end-of-life health care perpetuates the bias toward administering care in an institutional setting instead of using HCBS where appropriate.

III. **Historical Perspective**

For most of the 20th century, the social bias toward providing end-of-life care in institutional settings perpetuated the entrenchment of nursing homes in the United States. The bias toward nursing home care began in the 19th century, when almshouses were created to house poor patients who suffered from diseases for which there was no known cure.27 Though patients were not always treated for their ailments, the almshouse served as a place to isolate them from the larger community.

After the great depression, the government developed the federal Old-Age Assistance (OAA) program that discouraged the use of almshouses by providing federal funding for state programs spent on long-term care, but only if the recipient patients were not currently “inmates” in an almshouse.28 This incentivized states to develop “rest homes” and “convalescent homes” to replace the almshouses as the primary form of institutional care.

The OAA also created a disincentive to in-home care provided informally by a patient’s family members, because the provision of federal funding removed the stigma previously attached to institutional care in an almshouse. The negative connotations that accompanied the idea of an almshouse as a “poorhouse” where the patients often suffered from diseases that were perceived to be incurable, such as alcoholism and mental infirmity, encouraged many families to avoid institutionalizing their elderly relatives to avoid being associated with these stigmatisms.29

27 Watson, *supra* n19 at 940.
28 Id. at 942.
29 Id. at 940.
Nursing homes, however, were federally funded and able to offer real treatment, removing many of the negative associations that families of elderly patients had associated with institutional care prior to their development.

After Congress amended the Social Security Act in the 1950s, federal and state spending on nursing homes increased to nearly $450 million annually.\textsuperscript{30} The Kerr-Mills Act, which was the predecessor to Medicaid, was enacted in the 1960s and, though it was technically permitted to fund both nursing home care and HCBS, it offered direct reimbursement to nursing homes instead of to individual recipients, which encouraged the widespread growth of private sector for-profit nursing homes that had the resources to aggressively seek out government reimbursement.

As private sector nursing facilities expanded, institutional care became even more engrained in the medical industry by providing an easy solution for hospitals caring for seniors who required personal care services more than skilled medical assistance.\textsuperscript{31} Because nursing homes had become so prevalent in the industry, medical professionals could release patients into nursing homes with the assurance that their care would continue to be funded by the government.

Under Medicaid, which succeeded Kerr-Mills as the primary conduit for funding medical care for the poor, all states developed long-term care programs to assist the “medically needy,” causing Medicaid spending on nursing home care to increase from approximately $800 million to $4.2 billion in the 1960s.\textsuperscript{32} Encouraged by Medicaid’s requirement that aid recipients be medically needy, the long-term care market became saturated with for-profit nursing homes that fueled the rapidly increasing cost of providing institutional care because, once a patient’s assets were spent down to the poverty level, Medicaid stepped in to fund nursing home payments indefinitely. Today, almost two-thirds of nursing homes are operated privately as for-profit

\textsuperscript{30} Id. at 944.


entities—and these entities have an incentive to cause their patients to spend-down assets quickly because, once a patient has exhausted his or her personal resources, there is often little choice but to remain in the nursing home permanently.

The Supreme Court recognized this decades old funding and societal bias toward nursing home care in its *Olmstead* decision. In *Olmstead*, the plaintiffs were two mentally disabled women who had been receiving care in an institutional setting. Their physicians had found that they could receive appropriate care in a home-based setting, but the women remained institutionalized despite their requests to be transferred into a HCBS program. They filed suit alleging that the state’s failure to transfer them into the community despite the physician’s finding that such care was appropriate was discrimination under the Americans with Disabilities Act.

The Court rejected the state’s argument that HCBS was unavailable due to insufficient funding, and held that institutionalizing a person who is able to live in the community with proper support is discrimination *per se*, and could not be justified by insufficient funding. This was the case even though all similarly-situated individuals in the state received the same treatment. The Court noted the importance of avoiding the negative effects that come from isolating an individual from the community and diminishing his or her contact with family and friends.

Through this decision, the Supreme Court sought to encourage investment in HCBS by recognizing that professionally administered HCBS can provide a level of care comparable to that found in nursing homes without the negative side effects faced by the institutionalized elderly. Through increased use of HCBS, end-of-life care can be provided while maintaining the economic and social independence of the patient and without isolating the elderly from their families and communities.

---

34 *Olmstead*, 527 U.S. at 581.
35 *Id.* at 593.
36 *Id.* at 587.
37 *Id.* at 596.
38 *Id.* at 599.
39 *Id.* at 601.
Because many elderly nursing home residents primarily require personal care services, as opposed to more expensive skilled medical care, HCBS can help reduce the rate at which assets are spent-down and, therefore, avoid trapping seniors in nursing homes. The integrated care mandate handed down through the Olmstead decision represented the first step away from the nursing home bias perpetuated throughout the 20th century by recognizing that simply because nursing homes are an easy option does not mean that they represent the most effective or cost-efficient route to providing end-of-life care.

IV. Empirical Analysis of Impact of Greater Access to HCBS

In the thirteen years since the Supreme Court decided Olmstead, states have had ample opportunity to implement appropriate HCBS programs to comply with the Court’s integrated care mandate. However, states have implemented HCBS programs to increase integration of patients within their communities at varying paces. This tiered approach to implementing HCBS programs provides a unique opportunity to evaluate and compare the effectiveness of HCBS programs in their varying stages of development. By comparing empirical data from states with newly-formed or nonexistent HCBS programs to that from states maintaining fully functional HCBS programs, it is possible to evaluate the effectiveness of HCBS in reducing admission rates to institutions, as well as dollars spent on this institutionalized care.

Empirical studies have shown that spending on long-term care initially increases when states aggressively seek to fulfill the Olmstead integrated care mandate, which can be expected because these states are establishing new programs and adding services that were previously unavailable. In states where HCBS programs were in the development phases, overall state spending on long-term care increased by approximately 24.2%.  

This spending increase is logical because, as HCBS become more widely accessible, seniors who had previously relied upon the unpaid services of their adult children will begin to supplant these services with professional home-based care providers as they become available. Further, the increase in spending is only temporary, as studies have shown that where states have spent

---

diligently to implement the *Olmstead* integrated care mandate, the cost of long-term care actually declines by about 7.9% once HCBS programs are fully established.\(^{41}\)

Widespread availability of HCBS programs also decreases overall spending on nursing homes specifically, suggesting that seniors who are presented with the choice between institutional care and HCBS are more likely to choose HCBS and remain in their homes. In recent years, nursing home spending grew by about 3.4% in states with poorly developed HCBS programs, while spending on nursing homes declined by 15.3% in states that offered widespread access to HCBS.\(^{42}\)

While studies have found that nursing home spending remained stable for the years immediately following implementation of comprehensive HCBS programs, it began to decline in the fourth year following expansion and continued to decline in every subsequent year.\(^{43}\) This suggests that, as HCBS programs become established and recognized within the community, seniors begin to take advantage of cost-effective in-home care in order to avoid costly institutionalization in a nursing home. It is, therefore, not surprising that states with well-established HCBS programs are able to reduce their overall spending on long-term care, given the extremely high cost of nursing home care.

The three-year delay in recognizing cost savings on long-term care spending is to be expected, because while widely accessible HCBS will delay or reduce admission into nursing homes, it will not increase the rate at which seniors are released from nursing homes.\(^{44}\) Because of this, states experience the additional expenses of developing and maintaining new HCBS programs and must still spend on nursing home care for those seniors who currently resided in an institutional setting when the HCBS programs became available. While additional seniors may begin to take advantage of HCBS services to decrease their reliance upon unpaid, informal care provided by family members, seniors who have already spent down their assets to qualify for Medicaid-funded institutional care will remain in these nursing homes, often for the remainder of

\(^{41}\) *Id.*
\(^{42}\) *Id.*
\(^{43}\) *Id.* at 269.
\(^{44}\) *Id.* at 270-271.
their life expectancies. States will, therefore, experience a lag in recognizing significant cost savings until this overlap is diminished.

By implementing the *Olmstead* integrated care mandate and providing the Medicaid-eligible population with the choice of in-home care, states eventually become able to reduce spending on long-term care by reducing the rate of admission to nursing homes. The balance of this article assumes that if the non-indigent Medicare-eligible population had funding options similar to Medicaid-eligible seniors, they would, analogously, choose to take greater advantages of HCBS programs.

By using HCBS, these seniors would be admitted to institutional care facilities less frequently, increasing the period during which they are able to live free of Medicaid support.\textsuperscript{45} Perhaps even more importantly, greater access to HCBS will provide an incentive for seniors to engage their financial advisors and plan for funding their own end-of-life care in an effort to avoid institutionalization and remain in their homes.

In light of the 2010 MIPPA defunding of the Medigap at-home recovery option, encouraging seniors to plan and prepare for financing their own in-home care is now more important than ever. The advice of financial advisors and attorneys can be invaluable to middle class retirees who may be planning to rely on government funding for their end-of-life care. If avoiding institutionalization is the goal for these retirees, planning to privately fund HCBS must become a priority. Unfortunately, many who are approaching retirement age lack the professional guidance necessary to recognize this need and, as such, remain financially unprepared to take advantage of the HCBS options that would allow them to continue living independently in their own homes while receiving long-term care.

V. Absence of Guidance

Many financial advisors and attorneys today have a difficult time approaching their clients to discuss planning strategies for funding end-of-life care, whether in an institution or in the client’s

own home. Planning for end-of-life care has negative connotations for clients, who naturally recoil from discussing the end of their lives. Because financial planners and attorneys frequently fail to initiate the dialogue necessary to develop a plan for financing end-of-life care, a substantial gap in retirement planning has developed, leaving many retirees unprepared to fund their own postretirement medical expenses. Frequently, the cadre of advisors employed by today’s retirees simply has conflicting focuses that tend to negate the importance of planning for end-of-life care. The professional training and engrained focus of the respective advisor groups leads to an embedded bias toward failing to adequately consider the cost of this care.

Financial planners commonly focus on allocating a client’s assets so as to provide sufficient retirement income to fund postretirement living expenses. Projecting end-of-life unfunded health care expenses is more difficult, often because the mobility of seniors today makes it challenging for an advisor to determine the proper funding levels, as costs for medical and long-term care vary widely from state to state. For example, unfunded postretirement health care costs anticipated by a New Jersey resident are almost twice as high as those projected for a similarly situated senior citizen living in Oklahoma. The difficulty inherent in making an accurate estimation of these postretirement medical expenses often results in financial planners’ altogether ignoring or underestimating these expenses.

Similarly, too often attorneys’ professional focus as they advise new retirees is not primarily aimed at helping seniors plan for financing end-of-life medical expenses. Trust and estate attorneys primarily focus on the disposition of a client’s assets post-mortem or on the tax issues surrounding a client’s estate plan. If an attorney specializing in trusts and estates does provide guidance on planning for postretirement medical care, the discussion is commonly limited to advice regarding the execution of a durable health care power of attorney. A durable health care power of attorney, while useful in some circumstances, provides little opportunity for seniors to

---

46 HVS Financial, supra n17. (HVS has developed a tool that allows financial planners to input client data such as age, general level of health and location in order to determine their estimated costs for end of life care. This model projects that a 70 year old New Jersey resident will require approximately $465,000 in today’s dollars to fund medical and long-term care expenses of just over $1 million over his anticipated remaining lifespan. In Florida, a similarly situated senior would require only $372,000 in today’s dollars to fund roughly $785,000 in medical and long-term care expenses. These variances can make it difficult for a financial planner to assist his or her clients in planning for end of life care if they do not have access to a comparable planning tool.)

47 Id.
direct the course of their own end-of-life care, as it instead serves to delegate control over medical decisions to another in the event that the senior becomes incapable of making his or her own choices.

Elder care attorneys are typically the only group of attorney-advisors who commonly discuss end-of-life care choices with their clients. Despite this, it is sometimes the case that, when elder care attorneys advise their clients, they may tend to tilt the discussion toward Medicaid planning as a solution to the problem of financing end-of-life care. Though this is not the only approach used to account for end-of-life choices, it is one that is commonly employed. As a policy matter, this approach is suspect because Medicaid planning focuses on creating artificial indigence in order to shift responsibility for financing end-of-life care to the government.

At its core, Medicaid planning involves shifting a client’s assets into trusts and other vehicles to create artificial indigence so that the client will qualify for Medicaid benefits. Once a senior is indigent and qualifies for Medicaid benefits, he or she becomes eligible for Medicaid-financed nursing home care, but often eliminates access to many in-home care options because in-home care, by definition, requires the senior to fund an independent lifestyle. While Medicaid will cover the personal care services that a senior many need, it will not fund general living expenses that the senior will require to maintain his or her home.

It is questionable whether this approach to end-of-life care planning is the most effective or appropriate, in that it encourages seniors to relinquish the responsibility for financing their own postretirement medical expenses. These seniors, who in many circumstances are otherwise fully capable of planning and paying for their own end-of-life care with the proper guidance, are instead encouraged to rely on government aid.

Though shifting these health care expenses to the state obviously provides a quantifiable benefit to the client, who becomes assured that the government will step in to fund his or her end-of-life care, it is doubtful whether this provides the most effective planning solution. By rendering themselves artificially indigent in order to qualify for Medicaid, these seniors relinquish control over their ability to access HCBS because the course of their care defaults to the state guidelines.
for Medicaid coverage. These state guidelines, as discussed above, are biased toward the provision of long-term care in an institutional setting, which is exactly what most seniors would rather avoid.

Essentially, the mission of most advisors conflicts with the need to assist clients in forming strategies to finance end-of-life medical expenses. Allocating scarce assets to fund end-of-life care arguably diverges from the primary mission of a financial planner, which is to maximize retirement living expenses. Though many financial planners do attempt to account for these unfunded medical expenses, the inherent difficulty in accurately predicting the costs creates a bias toward underestimating them in favor of allocating that postretirement cash flow to income. This tendency is also in accord with the reality that many recent retirees will avoid confronting the choice of whether to allocate funds to retirement travel and entertainment versus using their hard earned dollars to pay for home health aides.

Though retirees perhaps most commonly choose to consult a trust and estate attorney at some point in their later years, these attorneys’ focus is similarly diverted and centers upon post-mortem disposition of their clients’ debts and assets. Any allocation of funds to end-of-life care expenses would deplete the finite resources available for their clients to distribute after death. Even if retirees do receive advice on paying for these unfunded health costs, it is likely from an elder law attorney advising them to shift the expenses to the state. In adopting this approach, elder law attorneys are also unwittingly shifting control over how this care will be provided from the client to the Medicaid funding guidelines adopted by their particular state.

This absence of guidance from financial advisors and attorneys usually leaves seniors unprepared to direct or fund their own end-of-life care. Clients nearing retirement age may be wholly unaware that Medicare coverage of long-term care expenses is extremely limited and that funding restrictions often entirely eliminate home-based care as an option.48 Seniors lack guidance as to the complications and undesirable financial aspects of Medicaid qualification, but this is often the only option that remains for retirees who are financially unprepared for long-

48 Vincent Mor, Orna Intrator, Zhanlian Feng & David Grabowski, The Revolving Door of Rehospitalization from Skilled Nursing Facilities, 29(1) Health Affairs 57 (2010).
term care expenses. Further, the void created by this lack of guidance often leaves seniors uninformed as to their choices for where their end-of-life care will take place and unaware of options that do not involve institutionalization.

With proper planning and guidance, many seniors will be able to take advantage of a wide range of intermediate care options to avoid nursing home care, including adult daycare programs and personal care services that can be provided in the home. Seniors who have actively engaged in planning for end-of-life expenses will find that institutionalization in a nursing home is not the only avenue open to them. Remaining in the home, which is a primary goal for most retirees, is possible for seniors who are informed and prepared to control their own end-of-life care.

VI. Initiating the Dialogue on End-of-Life Choices

The absence of guidance by financial advisors and attorneys is a contributing factor to the lack of preparedness among many seniors when it comes to funding postretirement medical expenses, but the unfortunate reality is that seniors themselves help perpetuate this planning gap by largely avoiding the conversation. There is a cognitive dissonance among the aging baby boomer population, in that they wish to retain control and independence, but they often remain in denial of the need to take the required steps to create the plans necessary to remain in command of their end-of-life medical care.

This dichotomy is natural because, while baby boomers crave financial independence and control, and want to ensure that their children are provided for, they shy away from discussions that focus upon the inevitable physical and mental deterioration that could prevent them from achieving these ideals. The remainder of this article will advance the theory that the two halves of this dichotomy can work in conjunction in order to encourage seniors to engage in meaningful dialogue with advisors to plan for financing end-of-life care. By appealing to the sense of accountability and individualism that is the hallmark of this generation, society can motivate
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the baby boomer population to regain control over the fiscal choices that will define their end-of-life medical care.

a. Imposing Filial Support Liability to Motivate Planning among Retiree-Clients

Today, 29 states have filial support statutes on their books under which financially capable adult children can be held responsible for the unpaid medical bills of their indigent parents, including nursing home bills. The statutes are enforceable even against the children of elderly individuals who have not planned for end-of-life care and become eligible to rely upon Medicaid to fund long-term care expenses. While these statutes are rarely enforced and Medicaid continues to fund most extended nursing home stays in the U.S., modern budgetary constraints caused by the rising costs of nursing home care and the economic recession that began in 2008 have compelled nursing homes to examine alternate funding methods. Rather than seek Medicaid reimbursement, some nursing homes have sought enforcement of these filial support statutes to collect payment for nursing home care from the adult children of elderly nursing home residents. As the baby boomer generation ages and imposes a greater strain upon the Medicaid system, it is likely that more nursing homes will begin to regularly seek enforcement these statutes.

To illustrate, in May 2012 a Pennsylvania court required that the adult child of an indigent nursing home resident pay an unpaid nursing home bill of approximately $93,000. The defendant’s mother had no choice but to leave unpaid nursing home bills while her application for Medicaid (which was still pending at trial) was considered. The Pennsylvania appeals court agreed with the trial court that the elderly woman’s son was liable under the filial support statute regardless of whether the Medicaid application was eventually approved. This is because, under the Pennsylvania law, the spouse, children and parents of an indigent person have the
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responsibility to “care for and maintain or financially assist an indigent person, regardless of whether the indigent person is a public charge.”58

Although the Pennsylvania statute provides an exception for individuals who are financially unable to provide the legally mandated assistance,59 this provision did not exempt the adult child in Pittas who, while solvent, had an annual income of approximately $85,000 and claimed his personal expenses rendered him unable to satisfy the $93,000 debt.60

Filial responsibility was imposed in the Pittas case despite the absence of fault on the part of the defendant—but this has not always been the norm. Though, as mentioned above, enforcement of the statute has been rare, in the 2003 case of Presbyterian Medical Center v. Budd, the Pennsylvania courts imposed filial responsibility upon the adult daughter of an indigent woman when the court found that the daughter had engaged in a type of Medicaid planning that directly caused her mother’s indigence.61 In this case, the daughter used her power of attorney to transfer over $100,000 of her elderly mother’s assets into her own accounts in order to cause her mother to qualify for Medicaid coverage.62 When the elderly woman’s Medicaid application was denied because of the improper transfer, the nursing home attempted to collect the unpaid bills under theories of breach of contract and fraudulent transfer. Both arguments were rejected by the court in its decision to rely solely upon the filial support statute.63

While fault is not an element of Pennsylvania’s filial support law, the court discussed the defendant’s improper appropriation her mother’s assets in analyzing the elements of the statute. The court found that the defendant’s transfer of over $100,000 to her personal accounts rendered her mother indigent and the defendant financially capable in the same transaction, thus allowing the court to impose liability.64
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Pennsylvania is only one of 29 states to maintain a filial support statute, but its rare enforcement of the law in modern times is still much more frequent than that found in the 28 other states where enforcement is possible.65 This article does not intend to suggest that imposition of filial liability is an appropriate means to finance the end-of-life medical expenses of seniors, though enforcement of the law in limited circumstances would serve to raise awareness among the aging baby boomer population. Widespread national media coverage of the Pittas case has alerted many to the possibility that these laws could be enforced, but enforcement is still viewed as a fluke occurrence that is not likely to be repeated.

Eliminating the perception that these statutes are antiquated and unlikely to be enforced through regular, yet selective, enforcement in cases where, as in Budd, some degree of fault can be demonstrated could provide baby boomers with the necessary deterrent to spur planning for end-of-life care.

By causing baby boomers to become alert to the possibility that filial support obligations could be imposed upon their children, society can appeal to the individualism and sense of accountability that is characteristically found among members of this generation.66 The idea of leaving large debts to their children likely will have more immediacy and be more disturbing to a boomer, in contrast to the more nebulous idea that their generation may leave this burden to the wider next generation. To avoid the real possibility of imposing liability upon their children, baby boomers may be more willing to engage their advisors in a discussion about managing their eventual physical and mental deterioration and the allocation of resources necessary to effectively control the course of their own end-of-life care.

Not only will selective enforcement of filial support statutes encourage baby boomers to engage in meaningful planning dialogue with their financial advisors, it could serve as the germ of an empowering message of hope and control that financial advisors and attorneys alike can share with their aging clients. These clients’ general aversion to discussing end-of-life decisions contributes enormously to the difficulty experienced by advisors who wish to generate awareness
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of the need to financially prepare for funding end-of-life care. By focusing on the need for seniors to take responsibility for their own future liabilities, financial advisors can impart a message of hope and possibility to their clients rather than discouraging and alienating these clients through forced discussion of their future infirmities.

b. Changing the Content of the Planning Dialogue

Because seniors value the ability to maintain autonomy and control in the final years of their lives so greatly, the abhorrent prospect of institutionalization tends to mask the vision of hope and possibility that can be found in the long-term care planning landscape. Instead of focusing on the negative aspects of long-term care late in life, advisors can pitch proper planning to their clients as an opportunity to ensure that they maintain the greatest possible degree of control over their care.

While it is impossible to plan for or predict every scenario, fulsome end-of-life planning can ensure that the course of a senior’s care most closely resembles that which he or she chooses to design. Seniors who are reluctant to leave the financial liability for long-term care expenses to their children will be equally unwilling to allow these children to become solely responsible for the burden of making the decisions regarding the course of their care.

As discussed above, the adult children of seniors are very likely to end up providing some level of informal in-home care for their parents. These adult children may have motives that conflict with the end-of-life choices preferred by their parents, in that they might not have the time or resources to provide the in-home care needed by their elderly parents. The lost opportunity costs and lack of training in effective care giving outlined in Section II, above, means that these adult children will eventually become unable to continue providing informal care and, in many cases, will be forced to resort to institutionalizing their elderly parents in nursing homes.

Seniors can avoid this result with proper financial planning for professional in-home care. When seniors have the funds necessary to finance their own care, there is often no need for adult children to forgo wages or their own familial responsibilities to provide their parents with
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informal care. This allows seniors to retain the control and autonomy they desire instead of relinquishing independence by transferring responsibility to adult children with potentially conflicting motivations.

Translating awareness of the need to plan for end-of-life care into an empowering and hopeful message for seniors will change the way retirees today look at end-of-life planning. By structuring the dialogue as a way to plan for retaining autonomy and control late in life, advisors can help seniors recognize end-of-life planning as a path toward avoiding the institutionalization that they dread. Allocating sufficient resources toward end-of-life expenses can allow these seniors to take advantage of the home and community based health and personal care services available outside of the Medicaid-financed path. Though HCBS allows seniors to maintain ties with their families and social networks, with proper planning these families and social networks will not be obligated to become the HCBS program.

c. The Professional Duty to Begin the Dialogue on End-of-Life Choices

Advisors also have a professional responsibility, and perhaps even a legal duty, to engage their clients in these planning discussions. While lawsuits against advisors who have improperly omitted end-of-life planning strategies from a client’s overall financial plan are uncommon today, the increasing costs of health care coupled with the possibility of more stringently enforced filial support laws indicate that this liability may become much more common in the future.

Attorneys, who undeniably act as fiduciaries, have a professional responsibility to advise their clients of the need for long-term care planning as a corollary to estate or Medicaid planning.68 Financial planners may similarly be found responsible for failing to properly advise their clients with regard to long-term care planning as the scope of fiduciary liability continues to expand to
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include this class of advisors.\textsuperscript{69} While most cases imposing liability upon financial advisors under fiduciary liability theories involve improper investment advice surrounding annuity sales or investment strategy,\textsuperscript{70} the classification of a financial advisor as a fiduciary in any context is significant because of its precedential value.

Broker-dealers and investment advisors have been categorized as fiduciaries in certain circumstances, depending upon the degree of trust and confidence that the client places in his or her advisor.\textsuperscript{71} Where a fiduciary duty is found to exist, the advisor has a “heightened duty” to act on the client’s behalf.\textsuperscript{72} The client in the fiduciary relationship can, in some instances, enforce an individual cause of action against a fiduciary who breaches this duty by failing to give proper advice.\textsuperscript{73} When financial advisors and attorneys acting in a fiduciary capacity ignore the need to plan for clients’ unfunded end-of-life care expenses, they invite lawsuits from these clients alleging that failure to provide planning advice constitutes a breach of their fiduciary obligations. This is because the analogy between imposing fiduciary liability for improper investment advice and imposing this liability for failing to advise on a planning issue as critical as planning for long-term care could easily be accepted in court.

In \textit{Western Reserve Life Assurance}, for example, a Texas court found that an advisor had a fiduciary duty to provide appropriate investment advice to his clients and that he breached this
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duty. The plaintiffs in Western Reserve were relatively unsophisticated investors who testified that they relied heavily upon the advice of the defendant in their financial planning. While the plaintiffs had broadly described their financial goals, they placed substantial trust in the appropriateness of the defendant’s investment advice.

The court rejected the defendant’s argument that no fiduciary relationship could be found because the activities between the parties constituted arm’s length business transactions. In its holding, the court stressed the importance of the advisor’s role in finding that he “acted as a financial advisor whom the [c]lients trusted to monitor the performance of their investments and recommend appropriate financial plans to them.” According to the court, when the defendant assumed the role of investment advisor, managing and monitoring his client’s investments, he himself caused the relationship to elevate to a fiduciary level.

Though the financial plans in Western Reserve were not related specifically to funding postretirement medical expenses, the reasoning could easily be expanded to neglecting to plan for end-of-life care. Therefore, by failing to recommend that clients plan for financing end-of-life care, advisors expose themselves to the potential expansion of this line of reasoning to include failure to provide advice with regard to unfunded postretirement health care expenses. This possibility of exposure to professional and legal liability for failing to properly advise clients in planning to fund end-of-life care provides a compelling argument that will motivate advisors to engage in comprehensive planning discussions with their clients. If the deterrent effect of selectively enforcing filial support statutes is effective, seniors themselves will be equally motivated by the fear that they will burden their children by failing to properly account for the cost of their end-of-life care.

**d. Dual Motivation for Crafting a Comprehensive End-of-Life Care Plan**

These dual deterrent motivators, working in conjunction, will serve to force the dialogue between advisors and seniors, even if the discussion begins by focusing only on a necessary evil
that must be addressed. Discussion of the “evils” inherent in failing to plan for end-of-life care can provide enough of a spark to ignite the fuller planning dialogue.

Convincing aging clients that planning for end-of-life care is “the right thing to do” is only a starting point for providing them with the tools necessary to direct the course of their future long-term care. Advisors who are motivated by fear of professional liability can initiate an empowering discussion that emphasizes the paradigms of familial and fiscal responsibility among their baby boomer clients, and, in the process, may remove some of the stigma attached to end-of-life planning. Through more in-depth discussion of long-term care planning, advisors can help seniors avoid not only the financial burden they could leave to their children, but the emotional burden imposed when children are forced to determine the course of their parents’ end-of-life care once the seniors themselves can no longer make the relevant decisions.

Raising the long-term care issue itself is necessary, but it is not a sufficient solution to the problem, which can only be solved through a dialogue in which both advisor and client are invested in creating a comprehensive plan. A fulsome discussion of end-of-life planning opens the door for advisors to move beyond solutions involving insurance and financing to the use of detailed living wills and advance directives to help seniors control the course of their own care late in life. Opening the door to consideration of the financial burdens will not only allow seniors to avoid indigence late in life, but can lead to development of this all-encompassing, comprehensive end-of-life plan that will leave seniors feeling prepared and in control of their future care.

VII. Conclusion

After Medigap’s at-home recovery option was defunded, Medicare-eligible seniors have been largely unable to access HCBS programs, leaving them with little choice but to receive long-term care in nursing homes. The post-Olmstead Medicaid experience has illustrated the ability of states to reduce institutional expenses by developing and implementing comprehensive HCBS programs. In a post-MIPPA world, the next logical step is increasing access to HCBS among the non-indigent senior population by helping them create financial plans that would allow these seniors to access HCBS without government assistance.
Despite advancing HCBS programs, attorneys and financial planners currently have little incentive to initiate a conversation with clients about planning for end-of-life care and making use of HCBS. This lack of motivation, coupled with clients’ reluctance to discuss end-of-life care, has led to a planning gap among retirees that leaves many unprepared to fund their own end-of-life care. Selective enforcement of filial support statutes in cases where some degree of fault can be demonstrated can motivate baby boomer clients to engage their advisors in a planning dialogue to avoid leaving the debt for end of life care to their children.

Further, increasing awareness of advisors’ professional duty to engage in this planning dialogue, as well as the possibility of fiduciary liability for failing to do so, can provide motivation for these advisors to initiate the conversation. These dual motivators can work together to create an environment in which end-of-life planning discussions can be empowering and positive as advisors and clients work together to develop comprehensive plans for end-of-life care. Forcing this dialogue to the surface can provide boomer retirees the independence and control they crave and allow them to make responsible choices about their end-of-life care plans.